Dear WJEIS Readers,

WJEIS appears on your screen now as Volume 4, Number 2. In this issue it publishes 10 articles.

Colleagues that are in editorial board worked hard to determine the articles of this issue. There are also some articles that were presented in “5th International Conference on New Trends in Education and Their Implications - ICONTE, 24-26 April, 2014” with the contribution of 22 countries. Articles are evaluated by the referees that are either in editorial board or outside the board.

Although WJEIS is a new journal, it has been welcomed with interest. A lot of journals from various universities are in the evaluation process. We would like to thank cordially our colleagues who work hard in editorial board to evaluate the articles, writers who contribute to our journal and all readers.

1st May, 2014

Best regards

Prof. Dr. Zeki Kaya
Prof. Dr. Uğur Demiray